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Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6030 215 4.52 1.53 32.5 10.25 31.5 7.04 4.65 119” 16

3rd year linebacker who has played in 46 games including 16 starts in 2016 in defensive coordinator Todd

Wash’s 4-3 under scheme. A three down weak side linebacker in their base defense. Possesses very good

height, marginal weight, athletic with a slim upper and lower body and good arm length. Displays elite AA

overall including, very good speed, explosiveness, agility, COD and balance. Shows very good pre-snap
awareness, adjusts quickly to motions and shifts and is in the proper alignment as the ball is snapped. Good

mental processing versus the run, keys the the lineman to the fullback, reads the play direction and reacts
with very good play speed. Displays good ability versus the run at the POA, twitched up, uses hover technique,

aggressive versus zone runs, immediately inserts into his gap. Displays good ability versus outside runs, quick

diagnosis and very good speed allows him to stay over the top of scooping lineman, avoid blocks while
keeping leverage on the ball. Possesses good competitive toughness, visibly upset when he misses a tackle or

allows a reception. Very good mental processing of screens, diagnoses the soft pass protection quickly, takes
good angles to the ball often beating lineman to the spot and forces the running back inside. Utilizes very good

play speed on play action passes, locates and closes on crossers in the short and intermediate range. Very
good in Zone coverage, elite range, smooth back pedal and fluidity in his hips, follows quarterback’s eyes,

squeezes the seam while dropping, recognizes threats entering his area, keys the running back on check

releases, then utilizes very good COD to plant and make the tackle. Displays very good Man coverage skills,

elite AA allows him to match up versus most wide receivers and running backs and all tight ends, actively

communicates with secondary, good mental processing of route combinations and receiver’s stems and is

rarely out of phase. Possesses good ball skills overall, utilizes his length and hands to restrict passing lanes

and disrupt receivers’ concentration at the catch point. Good pass rush skills as an A gap blitzer, solid timing,

displays good physical toughness to jam centers opening up rushing lanes for teammates, rushes with tenacity
and gets his hands up to force quarterbacks to throw from different platforms. Displays adequate play

strength overall, does not possess lower body power to anchor versus good offensive lineman. Adequate UOH

at the POA, does not lead with his hands, struggles to stack and shed consistently, prefers to avoid or occupy

lineman without making a play on the ball. Overall tackling form is adequate, tackles high when shooting gaps

or meeting running backs in the hole, comes in hot on outside runs, fails to break down and make the tackle,
easily avoided with sharp cuts against the grain. Can be manipulated by quarterbacks with good eye

discipline. Displays adequate mental toughness and a decrease in Man coverage versus option routes by

running backs with very good COD or better, falls for jabs or head fakes. Overall, is a very good starting

outside linebacker who can play the bubble or stacked. Elite AA overall allows him to be successful shooting
gaps, as a chase and pursue linebacker against the run and has very good abilities in Zone and Man coverage.

Struggles versus power at the POA and overall tackling form is adequate which leads to a lot of missed tackles.
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COLLEGE

SUMMARY

11

2016: vsIND, vsOAK, @KC, @DET, vsTEN

YEAR – RD – TM

INJURIES

31%

TEAM

Overall AA, play speed, zone and man coverage

4-1-91 (25)

SCHEME FIT

Games Won

Tapes Viewed

39

Games Started

46

Games Played

BEST

41 run stops (#1) in the NFL for outside linebackers. These numbers have increased each 
season.

Positions Started

A 4-3 outside linebacker who can play the bubble or stacked.

Winning %

KEY STATS

2015: Shoulder-Week 16-17 (2 games missed), Finger-Week 16 (1 game missed)

WLB

WORST

Very good starting outside linebacker, who can play the bubble or stacked. Elite AA allows 
him to be successful shooting gaps and as a chase and pursue linebacker, displays very 

good abilities in Zone and Man coverage. Struggles at the point of attack. 

PROJECTION

Play strength, UOH, tackling technique
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